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Microfluidic synthesis of lipid-based nanoparticles
for drug delivery: recent advances and
opportunities
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Microfluidic technologies are revolutionizing the synthesis of nanoscale lipid particles and enabling new

opportunities for the production of lipid-based nanomedicines. By harnessing the benefits of microfluidics

for controlling diffusive and advective transport within microfabricated flow cells, microfluidic platforms

enable unique capabilities for lipid nanoparticle synthesis with precise and tunable control over

nanoparticle properties. Here we present an assessment of the current state of microfluidic technologies

for lipid-based nanoparticle and nanomedicine production. Microfluidic techniques are discussed in the

context of conventional production methods, with an emphasis on the capabilities of microfluidic systems

for controlling nanoparticle size and size distribution. Challenges and opportunities associated with the

scaling of manufacturing throughput are discussed, together with an overview of emerging microfluidic

methods for lipid nanomedicine post-processing. The impact of additive manufacturing on current and

future microfluidic platforms is also considered.

Introduction

Lipid-based nanomedicines employ vesicles formed from
lipid membranes to sequester therapeutic agents within the
nanoscale particles. The vesicular structure serves to protect
the internal cargo from metabolic activity while
simultaneously enhancing bioavailability and reducing
immunogenicity and systemic toxicity.1 The lipid membrane
further provides a route to surface functionalization, enabling
the nanoparticles to be tailored for targeted delivery to
specific cells and tissues. Unlike many inorganic and
synthetic polymer nanocarriers, lipid nanoparticles offer a
high level of biocompatibility and may be loaded with a wide
variety of therapeutic compounds including small molecules,
polymers, peptides, and proteins, enabling lipid
nanomedicines to be successfully harnessed for broad
applications in chemotherapy,2 immunotherapy,3 vaccines
delivery,4 and antimicrobial treatment,5 gene therapy,6

genome editing,7 and beyond.
A range of synthetic lipid constructs have been employed

for drug delivery, as presented in Fig. 1. Nanoscale liposomes
comprising lipid bilayer vesicles surrounding an aqueous
core offer the ability to encapsulate both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic compounds, making them well suited to the
delivery of a wide variety of therapeutic agents with

significant clinical success over the past several decades.8,9

Lipid nanoparticles containing cationic lipids have similarly
emerged as attractive vehicles for the delivery of nucleic
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Fig. 1 Lipid-based nanoparticles for drug delivery. (A) Unilamellar
liposome with a bilayer lipid membrane surrounding an aqueous core.
(B) Lipoplex containing cationic lipids and charge-immobilized nucleic
acids. (C) Lipid nanoparticle formed with ionizable lipids encapsulating
lipid/nucleic acid complexes. (D) Lipid nanoemulsion with a lipid
monolayer enclosing a solvated lipid interior. (E) Solid phase
nanoparticle with a lipid monolayer surrounding a solid-phase lipid
core. (F) Nanostructured lipid carrier containing a mixture of lipid liquid
and solid phases. (G) Ethosome with a high concentration of solvent
within the lipid bilayer. (H) Cubosome formed from a lipid cubic phase.
(I) Core–shell nanoparticle encapsulating a hydrophobic polymer core.
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acids, with cationic lipids interacting electrostatically with
negatively-charged nucleic acids during vesicle formation to
generate stable lipoplex structures.10,11 While lipoplexes have
been shown to provide high encapsulation efficiency, they
can suffer from poor pharmacokinetics and toxicity due to
the presence of charged lipids in the outer membrane
surface. To overcome this limitation, ionizable lipids can be
used to form charge-stabilized lipid nanoparticle (LNP)
structures consisting of lipid vesicles surrounding lipid-
nucleic acid complexes. When exposed to a pH shift under
physiological conditions, charge neutralization of the
ionizable lipid components occurs to enable efficient drug
release.12,13 We note that while all nanoparticles depicted in
Fig. 1 are lipid nanoparticles, the LNP acronym is often used
to refer specifically to nanoparticles formed from ionizable
lipids and nucleic acids, and this terminology is employed in
this review. Lipid-based particles such as solid lipid
nanoparticles (SLNs)14,15 and nanostructured lipid carriers
(SLCs),16 which consist of a lipid or surfactant monolayer
surrounding a solid lipid core or a mixture of solid and fluid
lipids, respectively, have been developed to enable higher
loading capacities for lipophilic drugs while also improving
colloidal stability of the resulting nanoparticles. Lipid
nanoemulsions consisting of lipid monolayers enclosing
solvated liquid-phase lipid interiors can enable efficient
delivery of water-insoluble agents.17 Liposome-like ethosomes
retain a high concentration of solvent within the lipid bilayer
to confer mechanical flexibility enabling efficiency
penetration through dermal layers.18,19 Non-spherical
cubosomes are formed from cubic phase lipids as a liquid
crystal dispersion containing discrete aqueous chambers
within the cubosome core.20,21 Lipid-coated nanoparticles
represent a broad class of particles in which a solid core
(typically a synthetic or natural polymer) is wrapped in a lipid
membrane.22 These nanoparticles offer high drug loading
levels and mechanical stability, together with improved
bioavailability, biocompatibility, and surface
functionalization provided by the lipid membrane.23,24

Various other vesicular nanoparticles not explicitly presented
in Fig. 1 (e.g. transfersomes, bilosomes, and glycerosomes)
have also been developed, and a number of non-vesicular
lipid nanostructures such as lipid micelles have similarly
been explored for drug delivery.25 Overall, the structural
diversity of lipid-based nanoparticles supporting
multifunctional drug loading, together with the wide range of
lipid species available to control membrane characteristics,
including tunable stimulus-responsive lipids,26 provides a
high level of flexibility for the design of new nanomedicines
with tailored properties.

The modern era of lipid-based nanotherapeutics began in
1965 with the development of liposomes27 and their
encapsulation of enzymes,28,29 chemotherapeutics,30 and
immunologic adjuvants31 over the following decade.
Although numerous organic and inorganic nanoparticles
have since been explored for applications in drug delivery,
lipid-based systems remain the most studied, and most

commercially successful, class of nanotherapeutic vehicle.
Liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil) was the first nanomedicine
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in
1995,32 and liposomes continue to represent the largest share
of nanoparticle-enabled drugs used in clinical practice. Taken
together, the development of nanotherapeutics based on
liposomes, LNPs, and related lipid-based nanoparticles
continues to experience significant growth for drug delivery
applications ranging from vaccines to gene therapy. A recent
analysis identified 126 U.S. clinical trials between 2016 and
2021 employing lipid-based nanoparticles, representing over
half of all nanoparticle drugs undergoing trials during that
period.33 Furthermore, of the 15 nanomedicines approved by
the FDA during the same period, nearly half employed either
liposomes or LNPs as drug carriers.

An important advantage of lipid-based nanomedicines is
that the particles may be readily tailored to target selected
cells or tissues through functionalization of the lipid
membrane using ligands including small molecules,
peptides, antibodies, or other proteins. Functionalization
may be achieved by introducing lipids conjugated with the
desired ligands during nanoparticle synthesis, or by
modifying the membrane after vesicle formation.34–36 An
effective strategy for membrane functionalization is by
linking ligands to the terminus of polyethylene glycol (PEG)
molecules conjugated with lipids used during nanoparticle
synthesis. In addition to providing a flexible route to ligand
attachment, the PEG chains can serve to tether the ligands
away from the nanoparticle to improve interactions with
target receptors on the cell surface. The inclusion of
PEGylated lipids in the initial lipid mixture used for
nanoparticle formation is also commonly used to generate
so-called stealth nanoparticles that can bioavailability by
shielding the particles from phagocytosis, significantly
extending their time in blood circulation.37 Lipid mixtures
may also be selected to achieve selective release of the drug
cargo, for example by employing pH-sensitive lipids that are
weakly anionic at neutral pH but lose their charge upon
entering the acidic environment within tumor tissues,
thereby destabilizing the nanoparticles to release their
contents.38 An important application of pH-sensitive lipids is
in the formation of ionizable LNPs encapsulating nucleic
acids including siRNA and mRNA. These nanoparticles are
typically produced by employing ionizable cationic lipids
within the initial lipid mixture, presenting a positive charge
at low pH to facilitate nucleic acid complexation and
entrapment during LNP formation, but becoming neutral
under physiologic conditions for efficient cargo release. LNPs
have emerged as an important vehicle for mRNA delivery,39

having proven central to the success of COVID-19 mRNA
vaccines from Moderna and Pfizer/BioNTech.4

The field of microfluidics has yielded powerful new
approaches to the preparation of lipid nanomedicines. By
leveraging microfabrication techniques to pattern high
resolution and small scale channels and other fluidic
structures with precise geometric control, microfluidic
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platforms can manipulate transport and reaction kinetics at
length and time scales smaller than conventionally-machined
fluidic systems. As a result, microfluidics may be harnessed
to synthesize nanoparticles with improved control over
properties including average size, size distribution,
morphology, and surface functionality.40 Numerous reviews
addressing the application of microfluidic technologies to
nanomedicine preparation have been published in recent
years,41–67 reflecting the significant growth in interest
towards leveraging microfluidics for nanotherapeutic
development. A diverse set of reviews specifically evaluating
the state of the art in microfluidic systems for the synthesis
of liposomes,68–70 LNPs,39,71–75 or a combination of both
categories of nanoparticles76–82 has also appeared over the
past decade. In the present review, we focus on evaluating
the current state of microfluidic technologies for the
production of lipid-based nanoparticles, with an emphasis
on comparing the capabilities of these systems for lipid
nanoparticle size control, evaluating progress in microfluidic
platforms integrating multiple process steps in the
nanomedicine production pipeline, and summarizing recent
advances towards the development of microfluidic
technologies designed for high-throughput lipid
nanomedicine production. In this context, the impact of
additive manufacturing on the field is considered, and
challenges and opportunities for future microfluidic systems
in lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis are discussed.

Discussion
Conventional methods for lipid-based nanoparticle
preparation

Lipid-based nanoparticle formation occurs through a self-
assembly process, with final particle morphology dictated by
a combination of thermodynamic state, inter-lipid
interaction forces, and molecular geometry.83 Classical
methods for the production of lipid nanoparticles may be
categorized by the physical mechanism controlling the
kinetics of self-assembly, with the most widely used
processes based on mechanical homogenization, solvent
dilution, or detergent removal.84,85 A summary of common
techniques leveraging each mechanism is presented in
Fig. 2. Other mechanisms not represented in this figure
include emulsification through the replacement of a water-
immiscible solvent by the aqueous phase, e.g. via reverse-
phase evaporation in which inverted micelles are converted
to bilayer vesicles upon solvent evaporation,86–88 aqueous
phase removal via lyophilization by removing water ice from
a frozen aqueous solution containing the lipid formulation
by sublimation,89 and various supercritical fluid-enabled
nanoparticle production methods.90,91

In the case of mechanical homogenization, large and
polydisperse multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) are first prepared
using a technique such as lipid film hydration, and the
resulting emulsion is exposed to high pressure gradients or
shear forces that serve to break apart the large vesicles,

exposing the hydrophobic membrane core to the aqueous
phase and allowing the resulting fragments to reform as
smaller unilamellar vesicles. An advantage of mechanical
disruption is that the initial MLV solution is aqueous,
eliminating the need for organic solvents in the preparation
process. Sonication is a common mechanical technique for

Fig. 2 Conventional lipid-based nanoparticle preparation methods.
Summary of conventional techniques for lipid-based nanoparticle self-
assembly employing (A) mechanical shear-based homogenization, (B)
solvent diffusion, or (C) detergent removal.
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small-volume liposome synthesis in which ultrasonic energy
generates cavitation within the lipid solution, resulting in
high transmembrane pressure gradients that rupture the
multilamellar vesicles.92 While simple to implement, this
technique can degrade lipids under high ultrasonic power,
and tends to result in polydisperse vesicles with limited size
control. Improved size control can be achieved using a
French pressure cell,93 which belongs to the class of high
pressure homogenization methods. In this process, an MLV
suspension contained in a sealed chamber is forced through
a narrow orifice under high pressure (>100 atm), resulting in
membrane disruption by the generation of high shear
stresses. A variation on the French cell that can be operated
in a continuous-flow mode is the microfluidizer, which
employs merging channels with diameters on the order of
100 μm to produce high shear stresses while operating at
flow rates up to several tens of liters per minute.94 The
colliding lipid streams meet in a chamber where turbulent
mixing and cavitation further contribute to the formation of
smaller vesicles.95 Membrane extrusion is a related method
than can achieve smaller and more uniform vesicles than
other homogenization techniques.96 In this process, MLVs
are forced through an array of nanoscale pores in a
polycarbonate track-etched membrane, resulting in
unilamellar vesicles with diameters only slightly larger than
the pore dimensions.96–98

Detergent removal. Detergent removal-based methods
begin with lipid micellar structures stabilized in aqueous
solution using detergents. As with mechanical disruption,
this preparation route avoids the use of solvent in the initial
lipid solution. Because detergents exhibit higher aqueous
solubility than lipids, removal or dilution of detergent within
the surrounding medium leads to a rapid reduction in
detergent concentration within the micelles, resulting in
destabilization and conversion of the micelles into spherical
vesicles.99,100 Detergent removal may be performed using
dialysis101,102 or by rapid dilution of the micelles with
aqueous buffer.103 Detergent removal can operate at high
throughput, but tends to generate larger and more
polydisperse particles than other techniques due in part to
limited control over size and morphology of the initial
micellar structures.

Solvent dilution. Unlike mechanical disruption and
detergent removal, lipid-based nanoparticle formation by
solvent dilution is performed using a solution of lipids
dispersed in a water-miscible organic solvent such as
ethanol. The solvent dilution process is a form of flash
nanoprecipitation, wherein molecular solubility is rapidly
reduced to induce particle precipitation from the constituent
solutes. The first implementation of this technique for lipid-
based nanoparticle production involved the injection of
ethanol-solvated lipids into aqueous buffer,104 resulting in
relatively large (>200 nm) and polydisperse unilamellar
vesicles. To improve size control over ethanol injection while
also enabling continuous-flow nanoparticle production, a
cross-flow injection technique was later developed.105 In this

approach, solvated lipids are injected through an orifice into
a buffer stream, with orifice dimensions, lipid injection
pressure, and buffer flow rate selected to enhance mixing
kinetics. Rapid mixing may also be achieved by taking
advantage of chaotic flows within a turbulent mixing cell.
The earliest turbulent mixers for lipid nanovesicle production
employed millimeter-scale T-junction channels operated at
high Reynolds numbers in the transitional or turbulent
regimes.106,107 A related topology is the vortex mixer, which
employs turbulent mixing in a vortical flow field formed
within a circular chamber with diameter around 5 mm.108,109

Various vortex mixer designs have been successfully
demonstrated for the production of larger liposomes with
modal diameters above 150 nm.110,111 A particularly
impactful turbulent mixing technology for flash
nanoprecipitation is the impingement jet mixer,112,113 which
served as a critical technology in the preparation of nucleic
acid-encapsulating LNPs for the scalable production of
COVID-19 mRNA vaccines.114 Similar to the turbulent
T-junction mixers, impingement jet mixers employ two
opposing inlets to inject solvated lipids and aqueous buffer
into a mixing zone, but unlike the T-junction design the
colliding streams meet in a larger chamber with diameter
approximately 5× larger than the inlet and outlet channels to
enhance the mixing time scale.

Microfluidic-enabled lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis

Microfluidic methods for lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis
are based primarily on nanoprecipitation via solvent dilution.
In these systems, nanoparticle self-assembly is driven by
steep spatial and temporal solubility gradients induced by
rapid mixing controlled by convective flows within
microchannels with characteristic dimensions that are
typically on the order of several tens to hundreds of
micrometers. Mixing occurs in these systems using channel
designs that have been developed to enhance mixing
performance by optimizing diffusive transport, advective
transport, or a combination of both mechanisms, as depicted
in Fig. 3 and summarized in the following.

Microfluidic hydrodynamic focusing. The first
microfluidic technology explored for lipid-based nanoparticle
synthesis was based on a microfluidic hydrodynamic
focusing (MHF) technique.115,116 In this process, a central
stream of solvated lipids is sheathed by a pair of outer
aqueous buffer streams that serve to focus the solvent stream
into a narrow sheet. The reduced diffusion length scales for
solvent, water, and lipids within the laminar mixing zone
result in a large solubility gradient, reducing the time scale
available for the growth of the intermediate lipid fragments
and thereby constraining the resulting vesicle size.117

Compared with conventional homogenization techniques,
the MHF process can yield unilamellar lipid nanoparticles
with low polydispersity in a single pass through the
continuous-flow mixing zone. Furthermore, because the
diffusion length scale can be readily adjusted by modifying
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the buffer : solvent flow rate ratio (FRR), the MHF technique
enables the resulting nanoparticle size to be tuned by
adjusting the ratio, with higher FRR values narrowing the
solvent stream and yielding smaller particles. While the MHF
process was initially demonstrated for liposome production
using silicon devices with low aspect ratio channels, later
versions of the platform increased the aspect ratio for
improved size control.118,119 Modified versions of the MHF
design employing secondary focusing channels have also
been explored to allow hydrophilic drugs to be injected
between the outer sheath flow and inner lipid solution,
resulting in drug encapsulation during the self-assembly
process with high efficiency.119,120

A limitation associated with planar MHF devices is that
the parabolic flow profile within the rectangular channels

prevents complete focusing over the channel height, since
the solvent flow field is constrained by the no-slip condition
on the upper and lower channel surfaces. To overcome this
issue, a radially-symmetric device was developed using a
silica capillary bundle to achieve coaxial 3D hydrodynamic
focusing.121 When operated at high FRR above 1000 : 1, the
system was capable of achieving exceptionally low
polydispersity. For example, 56 nm liposomes with
polydispersity index (PDI) values as low as 0.005 were
demonstrated.

Numerous variations on the MHF technology have been
developed and applied to nanomedicine development over
the past several decades. Examples including the
demonstration of folate receptor-targeted liposomes for
chemotherapeutic delivery,122 lipid–polymer core–shell
nanoparticles for delivery of siRNA drugs,123 and various
lipoplexes for nucleic acid delivery and gene
transfection.124–127

While the MHF technique provides tunable control over
lipid nanoparticle size with low size variance, the focusing
process results in dilution of the final product when
operating the devices at high FRR. A simpler microfluidic
technology that avoids this constraint is based on diffusional
mixing within a laminar T-junction. This approach is
conceptually similar to conventional T-junction mixers for
lipid precipitation but relies on diffusive mixing across the
interface of a laminar solvent/buffer co-flow within a
microchannel rather than turbulent mixing within a larger
channel. While there are a number of examples of lipid-
based therapeutics synthesized by nanoprecipitation using
laminar T-junction devices,128–133 the long mixing times
inherent to diffusion-based solvent dilution result in large
and polydisperse particles that make this technique poorly-
suited for nanomedicine manufacture where vesicle size and
uniformity are important parameters to control.

Microfluidic chaotic advection. To overcome the slow
mixing speeds of laminar T-junction mixers, various
microchannel designs capable of manipulating the
streamlines within the mixing channel have been explored to
induce rapid mixing by chaotic advection. In the chaotic
advection process, mixing occurs in low Reynolds number
flows by the stretching and folding of merging fluid domains
to form striations that promote rapid diffusion across the
domain boundaries.134 Channel geometries employed for this
purpose include periodic turns, grooves, obstacles, or
bifurcating flow paths that disrupt the linear
streamlines.135–141 While both advection and diffusion
contribute to mixing in these systems, mixing speed is largely
dictated by enhancement of the advective mixing process.
Here we refer to this class of platforms as microfluidic
chaotic advection (MCA) mixers. As with MHF devices, MCA
mixers serve to dilute the solvent concentration below the
lipid solubility limit at a rate faster than the characteristic
lipid fragment growth rate. The earliest application of chaotic
advection to lipid-based nanoparticle production employed a
staggered herringbone mixer, consisting of periodic angled

Fig. 3 Microfluidic lipid nanoparticle production technologies.
Overview of microfluidic device topologies for lipid nanoparticle
synthesis employing hydrodynamic focusing with (A) solely diffusive
mixing, (B) mixing via chaotic advection, and (C) combined advective
and diffusive mixing.
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protrusions in the base of the mixing channel. Herringbone
mixers were introduced as a general tool for rapid
microfluidic mixing in 2002,142 and first applied to liposome
and solid lipid nanoparticle synthesis in 2012.143 Small LNPs
with minimum diameters approaching 20 nm were achieved
at a FRR of 3 : 1, demonstrating the ability of the herringbone
mixer to provide excellent nanoparticle size control without
the high levels of dilution associated with the MHF
technique.144 In the case of liposome production, size
uniformity in these devices can be particularly sensitive to
FRR, with low PDI around 0.2 achieved for larger vesicles
above 150 nm when operating at FRR = 1 but increasing to
0.5 at FRR = 5 for the generation of smaller 60 nm
particles.145 Similar behavior was observed when
encapsulating a lipophilic drug (propofol) in the liposome
membrane during synthesis.146 In related work, the loading
of both hydrophilic and lipophilic drugs in lipid vesicles was
evaluated by adding each agent to the buffer or lipid stream,
respectively, with peak encapsulation efficiencies of 25% and
43% achieved.147 Other studies performed using herringbone
mixers have evaluated the impact of cholesterol and PEG-
lipid concentrations on liposome size,148 together with the
impact of buffer concentration149 and solvent selection150 on
liposome properties.

Other MCA channel topologies have also been leveraged
for lipid-based nanoparticle production. One such approach
employs a periodic serpentine mixing channel, wherein a
curved channel is used to induce secondary chaotic Dean
vortices within the flow that fold across one other with each
change in curvature.151 This concept has been applied to the
synthesis of both liposomes and LNPs using various
serpentine channel designs.152–154 A related technology
employs a trio of intertwined channels fabricated by soft
lithography using manually-twisted threads to define the
channel mold. The resulting 3D serpentine mixer was found
to enable liposome synthesis within a narrow operational
range, with a minimum PDI around 0.1 and relatively large
160 nm vesicles demonstrated.155 Another promising MCA
topology employs a periodically-bifurcating channel structure
consisting of paired channels with flow paths that intersect
at multiple points along their length. Bifurcating
micromixers were first developed in 2010,156 with several
variants later studied, such as a split-and-recombine mixer157

that is similar to a toroidal design recently employed for
lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis.158 This latter work
reported the formation of anionic, neutral, and cationic
liposomes using a toroidal mixer, together with the
encapsulation of proteins and nucleic acids, with modal
diameters ranging from approximately 40–60 nm and PDI
values between 0.1–0.2. Encapsulation efficiency approaching
100% was achieved during lipoplex formation between
cationic lipids and polyadenylic acid, while up to 35%
efficiency was demonstrated for ovalbumin encapsulation in
neutral liposomes.

Combined flow focusing and advective mixing. A vortex
focusing technique recently introduced by our group employs

a combination of MHF and MCA in a single chamber for
enhanced mixing during nanoparticle synthesis.159 Unlike
conventional vortex mixers, which use planar mixing
chambers for nanoparticle production in a turbulent vortical
flow,108,109 vortex focusing involves injecting solvated lipid
through an axial inlet into a tapered conical mixing chamber,
while simultaneously injecting aqueous buffer through a
tangential inlet port to generate a laminar spiral flow path of
buffer sheathing the central lipid stream. The outer vortical
flow focuses the lipid solution to reduce the radial diffusive
length scale in a manner similar to the MHF technique, while
also transferring rotational momentum to the inner flow,
resulting in striation of the interface for enhanced mixing by
chaotic advection. As with MHF, the flow rate ratio may be
adjusted to control the degree of focusing for the lipid
solution. Using this process, PEGylated liposomes as small as
27 nm with PDI below 0.05 were achieved using a neutral
lipid mixture.

Commercial microfluidic technologies. It is notable that
as the field of microfluidic-enabled nanomedicine
development has matured, a variety of systems based on
microfluidic technologies for lipid-based nanoparticle
synthesis have been introduced commercially in recent years.
For example, herringbone and bifurcating channel MCA
mixers are commercially available from Precision
Nanosystems Inc. (Vancouver, Canada) as part of their
NanoAssemblr™ platform, while serpentine mixers for
nanoparticle preparation termed iLiNP chips are marketed by
Shin-Etsu Chemical Co. (Tokyo, Japan). Microfluidic flow
focusing chips and systems are available from multiple
vendors, such as Dolomite Microfluidics (Royston, UK) which
markets the Automated Nanoparticle System platform. While
less commonly employed for lipid-based nanoparticle
production due to their limited size control, microfluidic
T-junction mixers are also available as the PureNano
Continuous Crystallizer from the IDEX subsidiary
Microfluidics International Corp. (Newton, MA, USA).

Nanoparticle size control

Controlling nanoparticle size and size variance is critical for
optimizing the biodistribution, therapeutic effect, and safety
of lipid nanomedicines.160–163 Nanoparticle size can directly
impact bioavailability and targeting efficiency as well as cell
uptake and cell localization.161,164–166 Smaller particles below
approximately 150 nm exhibit significantly longer circulation
times due to reduced uptake by cells of the mononuclear
phagocyte system (MPS), improving their ability to reach and
enter target tissues.162,167 Nanoparticle size is also a key
parameter impacting overall biodistribution and toxicity, with
larger particles commonly tending to accumulate in healthy
tissues including the liver and spleen.161,168,169 The impact of
size on the efficiency of drug delivery can be seen across
diverse tissues and cell types. For delivery to solid tumors,
the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect170

allows smaller nanoparticles to accumulate in the target
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tissues due to higher vascular permeability within the
tumors.171,172 Nanoparticles in the range of 20–100 nm have
been reported to efficiently enter bone marrow,163 and lymph
node entry and CD8+ dendritic cell uptake was found to be
significantly higher for small 30 nm LNPs compared with
large 100 nm particles.167 Liposomes below approximately
100 nm have also been shown to pass the blood–brain
barrier,173–175 and smaller vesicles in the 30–40 nm range can
significantly enhance transport across the dermal barrier
compared with larger particles above 100 nm.176 Multiple
studies have shown that smaller nanoparticles below
approximately 60 nm can yield increased cell uptake.1,177,178

Lipid-based nanoparticles generally require active transport
across the cell membrane via endocytosis, with smaller
particles reported to be taken up by phagocytosis and larger
particles by pinocytosis.1 In our own work, particle size was
found to strongly influence cellular uptake mechanism when
delivering microfluidic-enabled liposomes to human
colorectal adenocarcinoma cells. Transport of particles with
modal diameters above 100 nm was weakly sensitive to the
clathrin-dependent pathway, while smaller liposomes were
affected by a combination of clathrin-mediated, caveolin-
mediated, pinocytosis, and dynamin-dependent pathways,
resulting in significantly higher cellular accumulation for
smaller liposomes in the 40–70 nm range compared with
larger vesicles.165

Tunable size control. Compared with conventional
methods of lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis, microfluidics
offers benefits for size control by precisely defining laminar
convective flow profiles to generate large and well-controlled
solubility gradients for rapid mixing through diffusive or
advective transport. Additionally, while most batch
manufacturing techniques are designed to produce a specific
particle size based on the physical properties of the system,
microfluidic synthesis supports the formation of
nanoparticles of tunable size by dynamically modulating
buffer and lipid flow rates within the devices. In addition to
the specific microfluidic process used for nanoparticle
formation, and the parameters selected for operation of the
system such as total flow rate (TFR), buffer : solvent flow rate
ratio (FRR), and processing temperature, many other factors
can influence nanoparticle size including solvent selection,
buffer strength, lipid species and ratios, degree of
PEGylation, encapsulant type and concentration, and post-
processing conditions. As just one example, a high
concentration of cholesterol is commonly included within
the initial lipid mixture used for liposome formation to
enhance stability of the resulting vesicles by decreasing
membrane fluidity and increasing membrane rigidity.179

However, higher bending stiffness for intermediate lipid
structures during the solvent dilution process can lead to the
formation of significantly larger vesicles due to increased
bending energy for cholesterol-laden membranes.

Given these complexities, comparing the performance of
published synthesis techniques is challenging. It is instead
instructive to consider the factors that impact the mixing

time scales. For both MHF and MCA techniques, vesicles
form by the self-assembly of amphiphilic lipid molecules into
metastable bilayer structures that become energetically
favored as solvent concentration is reduced. Below some
critical solvent concentration, determined by lipid
characteristics including the free energy of the exposed
bilayer edge and bilayer bending stiffness, these fragments
close upon themselves to minimize the total free energy of
the system.180,181 Using molecular dynamics simulations,
membrane fragment formation was found to initiate on a
time scale below 0.1 ms,182 with fragment growth continuing
in a rate limited process through recruitment of free lipids
and fusion with other bilayer fragments.183–185 Experimental
evidence of this bilayer fragment growth process during MHF
has also been reported using cryo-SEM imaging following
flash freezing of the solution during flow focusing, allowing
metastable lipid fragments to be directly observed.117 The
time over which the solvent concentration remains in a range
where lipid fragment growth can occur is thus expected to
dictate the final nanoparticle size. The solvent concentration
at which metastable lipid structures begin to form has been
studied experimentally using neutral DMPC lipids in
ethanol.186 In this work, particle anisotropy was evaluated in
bulk solution using light scattering, revealing the formation
of disk-like micelles at an ethanol mole fraction of 0.5. More
recently, a microfluidic herringbone mixer was used to study
vesicle formation for neutral POPC lipids using confocal
microscopy to map the lipid concentration across the
channel cross-section.187 Lipid fragment formation was
found to begin at an ethanol mole fraction around 0.8, with
vesicle closure occurring before the system reached a mole
fraction of 0.6. In this study, vesicle size was found to scale
with the residence time within the given concentration range,
with a minimum vesicle size of 30 nm associated with a 10
ms residence time.

Because the residence time within the critical solubility
range scales inversely with total flow rate, smaller particles are
expected to be generated when operating a device at higher
throughput. This behavior has been observed in conventional
solvent dilution methods such as ethanol injection,188 and the
majority of studies employing microfluidic devices based on
both diffusive and advective mixing also report an inverse
relationship between TFR and nanoparticle size. An inverse
relationship also exists between FRR and particle size for both
MHF and MCA techniques. In the case of hydrodynamic
focusing, increased FRR reduces the width of the focused
solvent stream to generate a steeper spatial solubility gradient
across which diffusive mixing occur, while in the case of MCA
it yields a steeper temporal solubility gradient during the initial
stage of the advective mixing process. Studies exploring
sufficiently high flow rates and flow rate ratios also reveal that
nanoparticle size tends reach a limiting value beyond further
size reduction is not possible.143,159,189,190 Under ideal mixing
conditions, this particle size limit reflects the smallest
thermodynamically-stable structure that can be achieved for
the given lipid composition.143
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Size variance. In concert with modal diameter, size
variance also plays an important role in nanomedicine
performance. The polydispersity index, defined as the particle
size variance normalized by the square of the mean
diameter,191 is a common metric of nanoparticle size
uniformity, with higher PDI values reflecting increasing
polydispersity. The FDA identifies size distribution as a
critical quality attribute (CQA) for liposomal drugs, with
guidelines emphasizing the need for size variance data in the
submission of new drug applications.192,193 The importance
of maintaining low polydispersity can be seen by considering
a hypothetical case where nanoparticles smaller than 100 nm
deliver their payloads with ideal efficiency, while larger
particles are cleared from circulation. Given two nanoparticle
populations with identical modal diameters of 80 nm but
different size variance with PDI values of either 0.3 or 0.05,
the amount of drug reaching the target can be found by
assuming a log-normal particle size distribution194,195 and
integrating the product of the probability density function by
the size-dependent particle volume., with results presented in
Fig. 4.159 For PDI = 0.3, less than 5% of the total nanoparticle
volume is associated with particles smaller than 100 nm,
while over 50% of the drug is within particles below this
cutoff for the more uniform population with PDI = 0.05.
While this analysis is based on idealized assumptions, it
reveals the significant impact that polydispersity can have on
nanomedicine delivery efficiency and toxicity.

Due to their ability to minimize variations in lipid
solubility gradients during mixing, microfluidic techniques
are capable of producing more uniform nanoparticle
populations than conventional synthesis methods, with PDI
values well below 0.1 routinely reported for different classes
of lipid-based nanoparticles. Unlike average particle size,

which scales inversely with TFR and FRR values during both
hydrodynamic focusing and chaotic advection mixing, trends
for polydispersity are technology-dependent. PDI values tend
to increase with higher FRR values during MCA145,146 but
remain nearly constant during MHF,159,189,190 particularly
when operating at lower flow rate ratios. In contrast,
increasing TFR tends to yield nearly constant or reduced size
variance for both MHF159,189 and MCA144,146 techniques.
Unlike the consistent inverse relationship observed between
TFR and size, however, this trend can vary significantly with
both the specific device design and nanoparticle
composition, e.g. liposomes vs. LNPs.

Microfluidic post-processing of lipid nanomedicines

Beyond nanoparticle formation, the production of lipid-based
nanomedicines involves multiple process steps including
surface functionalization, drug encapsulation, and
purification. Further processing steps such as nanoparticle
concentration or dilution may also be required. Specific post-
processing requirements can depend on the nanoparticle
production method employed. For example, MHF tends to
yield dilute nanoparticles due to the use of high flow rate
ratios during synthesis, requiring additional concentration of
the final product, while extended buffer exchange may
needed for nanomedicines prepared using MCA mixers due
to the high concentration of solvent in the output stream.
Microfluidic technologies create new opportunities for the
integration of these and other production steps for the
continuous manufacturing of lipid nanomedicines.

In conventional batch processing, purification is typically
performed by tangential flow filtration to remove solvents
and non-encapsulated drug from the solution while
simultaneously supporting buffer exchange. Additional
purification is often performed by direct membrane filtration
to remove larger particles above several hundred nanometers,
and a final filtration step through a 200 nm pore filter serves
to yield a sterile product prior to aseptic vial filling. These
discrete steps can significantly increase the complexity and
reliability of batch manufacturing. For example, in the case
of Doxil, the first FDA-approved nanomedicine comprising
the doxorubicin encapsulated in PEGylated liposomes with a
modal diameter of approximately 100 nm,32 the
manufacturing process requires 17 different process vessels
to generate a single drug batch over a 5 day period. Poor
manufacturing reliability was responsible for Doxil being
forced off the market for an extended period between 2011
and 2013, leading to major shortages of the drug.196,197

Indeed, nearly half of all drug shortages are due to issues of
manufacturing quality and reliability,198 and lipid
nanoparticle drugs are particularly prone to reliability issues
due to the multi-step preparation processes inherent to batch
production.199

Microfluidics offers a path to overcoming this challenge
by integrating multiple functionalities into a single
continuous flow process, thereby reducing the number of

Fig. 4 Impact of nanoparticle polydispersity on drug delivery.
Comparison of nanoparticle populations with identical modal
diameters of 80 nm but different size distributions. Each distribution is
defined by a probability density function (PDF) reflecting a PDI value of
either (A) 0.05 or (B) 0.3. For each case, both size (diameter) and
volume distributions (PDF scaled by the size-dependent particle
volume) are presented. Plots are normalized by modal peak values.
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discrete manufacturing steps required for nanomedicine
production. Here we review progress towards the microfluidic
integration of nanoparticle synthesis with nanomedicine
purification, concentration, drug loading, and
functionalization.

Surface functionalization. Nanomedicine surface
modifications are often desirable to control in vivo
characteristics including stability, bioavailability, targeting,
and release.200 While lipid nanoparticle surface
functionalization is commonly performed during vesicle
synthesis through the addition of modified lipids or
membrane-intercalating molecules within the initial lipid
mixture, post-synthesis modifications can expand the range
of functional agents that can be attached to the surface, such
as ligands that are not soluble in the organic phase. Several
examples of post-synthesis vesicle functionalization using
microfluidics have been reported. For example, the insertion
of peptide ligands into PEGylated liposomes was
demonstrated in a continuous-flow process using a
microfluidic herringbone mixer.201 Lipids containing a
serine–glycine repeat spacer to enhance ligand presentation
were conjugated with targeting peptides and dispersed into
aqueous solution to form micelles. The micellar suspension
was then co-injected into the staggered herringbone chip
with pre-formed PEGylated liposomes, where rapid mixing
destabilized the micelles, allowing them to integrate into the
liposome membranes. The technique was found to work with
similar efficiency as a previously-demonstrated bulk process,
but with insertion times nearly 2 orders of magnitude faster
within the microfluidic device. In another example,
liposomes formed by conventional membrane extrusion were
prepared with N-glutaryl-DPPE lipids in the mixture to
present carboxylic group on the vesicle surface.202 Amine-
functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were first
immobilized within a microchamber by applying a static
magnetic field to the chip. The modified liposomes were then
perfused into the chamber and activated with a linker
solution to covalently bind the vesicles to the MNPs. Free
binding sites were deactivated by adding ethanolamine
before releasing the magnetic field, allowing the final MNP-
functionalized liposomes to be removed from the system.

Another study successfully demonstrated the full
integration of lipid nanoparticle formation and post-
synthesis functionalization into a single continuous-flow
process. In this work, a multi-stage system combining MCA
and MHF was employed to synthesize transferrin-conjugated
lipoplexes for targeted delivery of siRNA to tumor cells.203 A
herringbone device was used in the first stage to mix cationic
lipids in ethanol with siRNA in buffer via MCA to form
lipoplexes. The resulting nanoparticles were then delivered to
a second MHF stage where the lipoplex solution was
sheathed by an aqueous solution of transferrin conjugated to
cholesterol through a PEG linker (Tf-PEG-Chol). During flow
focusing, the cholesterol subunits integrated into the
liposome membranes, resulting in functionalization of the
outer surface of the vesicles with transferrin.

Drug loading. As with surface functionalization, drug
loading within microfluidic-enabled lipid nanomedicines
typically occurs during the nanoparticle formation process
through the encapsulation of hydrophilic and lipophilic
compounds added to the aqueous and organic phases,
respectively. Despite the simplicity of this approach, low
encapsulation efficiencies are often observed for some classes
of drug compounds, while other agents with low solubility
cannot be efficiently captured within the particles. Post-
synthesis loading affords additional flexibility in the
nanomedicine production process, providing a path towards
enhanced encapsulation efficiency, increasing the total
amount of drug loaded into lipid-based nanoparticles, and
expanding the range of therapeutic agents that may be
integrated within the nanoparticles. Several microfluidic
techniques have been reported for drug loading after
nanoparticle synthesis. For example, a fully integrated device
was developed to complex nucleic acids with preformed
cationic liposomes to yield lipoplexes.204 A two stage MHF
chip employed a first stage to generate liposomes via flow
focusing, after which the stabilized liposome stream was split
to form the sheath flows used to focus a solution of pDNA in
the second stage, followed by an extended mixing zone to
promote effective condensation of nucleic acids on the
vesicles. A benefit of this process is that the focusing step
serves to reduce reagent waste that would otherwise occur
during flow focusing in a single-stage mixer. A related
technique employing active drug loading employed a
multistage microfluidic device combining MHF for liposome
formation, counterflow microdialysis for buffer exchange,
and drug mixing to enable remote loading of amphipathic
drugs into the vesicles.205 Amphiphilic compounds such as
anthracyclines are difficult to encapsulate by passive
methods since the molecules can diffuse out through the
lipid membrane. In the remote loading process, a
transmembrane ion gradient is used to trap amphiphilic
drug molecules within the liposomes by effecting a sharp
drop in solubility after drug diffuses into the core, for
example by forming a salt with a suitable counterion within
the vesicle.206 In the microfluidic implementation of this
process, liposomes were formed by MHF using ammonium
sulfate buffer for the sheath flow. The resulting vesicles were
directed through a serpentine counterflow microdialysis cell
consisting of a pair of channels separated by a membrane
with 4 nm pore size, allowing ion exchange between the
compartments and shifting the local pH surrounding the
vesicles. In the final stage, a drug simulant was injected
through a pair of side channels to mix with the liposomes in
an incubation channel, resulting in salt crystallization within
the liposomes with encapsulation efficiencies above 50%.

Purification. A limitation of microfluidic solvent dilution
for nanomedicine production is the presence of solvent in
the final product. Ethanol is commonly used for lipid
nanoparticle preparation by solvent dilution due to its low
toxicity, with concentrations up to 0.5% by volume are
considered acceptable under both U.S.207 and E.U.208
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guidelines. However, significantly higher amounts can be
present in microfluidic formulations, particularly for the case
of MCA mixers where final solvent concentrations above 20%
are common. One microfluidic approach explored for
reducing solvent concentration involves the addition of a
buffer dilution stage following lipid nanoparticle
synthesis.152 While solvent concentration can be reduced in
this process, commensurate dilution of the nanoparticles
also occurs. To avoid this limitation, microfluidic counterflow
microdialysis technology developed for on-chip remote drug
loading can perform efficient buffer exchange without
dilution,205 but requires careful design to ensure that
sufficient residence time within the dialysis cell can be
achieved at higher system flow rates. Alternately, a hybrid
approach to continuous-flow purification has been
demonstrated by eluting liposomes from a herringbone mixer
into a collection vial, and using an off-chip pumping loop to
add diafiltration buffer to the vial and deliver the diluted
solution through a tangential flow filtration (TFF) cell to
support continuous-flow purification.209

Other approaches to microfluidic purification have been
reported by selectively immobilizing lipid nanoparticles
within a chip through surface interactions or external fields,
followed by elution of the purified particles after perfusing
rinse buffer through the system. In one such approach, an
array of silicon micropillars patterned with nanowires were
successfully used to trap liposomes smaller than 120 nm,
followed by 24 h immersion in PBS buffer to degrade the
nanowires and release the vesicles,210 although the single-use
nature of this technique makes it poorly suited to
applications in nanomedicine production. A related approach
employs a microchannel-integrated nanofiber poly(vinyl
alcohol) mat modified with cationic agents to capture anionic
liposomes from solution, with selective release achieved
through a pH shift following buffer exchange.211 Repeated
buffer exchange cycles can be implemented using this
approach. Selective immobilization of liposomes
encapsulating magnetic nanoparticles has also been
demonstrated by application of an external magnetic field
during sample perfusion, trapping the particles in an on-chip
chamber for purification by buffer exchange.212

A range of microfluidic technologies have been developed
for the separation and purification of other classes of
nanoparticles beyond synthetic lipid nanoparticles.213 In
particular, extracellular vesicles (EVs) including exosomes
and microvesicles have direct relevance to lipid-based
nanomedicine manufacture due to their physiochemical
similarities to liposomes and direct utility as drug delivery
vehicles.214 Microfluidic platforms for EV purification have
been demonstrated based on multiple physical separation
mechanisms employing techniques including centrifugal
microfluidics,215 mechanical on-chip filtration,216,217 acoustic
focusing,218,219 viscoelastic microfluidics,220 and
deterministic lateral displacement.221 However, the primary
goal in EV purification is the removal of larger particulates
such as cell debris rather than the removal of small

molecules and ions, limiting their utility for lipid
nanomedicine processing.

Concentration. Bulk-scale manufacturing processes
commonly concentrate dilute nanomedicines using closed-
loop TFF as a final processing step, allowing the continuous
removal of buffer until the desired concentration factor is
achieved. While a similar approach has been employed for
processing nanomedicines generated from microfluidic
devices,209 this technique is not readily scalable to larger
numbers of synthesis units, and requires additional
instrumentation and interconnections that can negatively
impact process purity and reliability. An alternative
investigated for on-chip concentration of lipid nanoparticles
is the use of electrokinetic transport. An early example of this
approach employed direct electrophoretic mobilization of
liposomes.222 By applying an electric field across a thin
polyacrylamide gel membrane photolithographically
patterned at a channel junction, liposomes with negative zeta
potential were electrophoretically transported from an inlet
reservoir in the absence of hydrodynamic flow, and
concentrated at the membrane surface using a 150 V bias. An
order-of-magnitude increase in concentration was achieved,
with the concentrated vesicles periodically collected in an
outlet reservoir by shifting the bias electrode (Fig. 5A). A
related approach is based on the use of the ion concentration
polarization effect, in which a conductive membrane is used
to form an ion depletion region that generates opposing
electrophoretic and electroosmotic forces that serve to focus
target particles at the membrane boundary. In a recent
demonstration of this technique, a nanoporous Nafion
membrane was integrated into the base on a microchannel
to generate a local ion depletion zone, with liposome
concentration factors up to 160 achieved with an applied
voltage of 100 V in 10 min (Fig. 5B).223 Ion concentration
polarization has similarly been employed for EV
concentration using device designs with potential for
application to synthetic lipid nanoparticle production. For
example, a microfluidic device containing a cation-selective
polymer membrane deposited within a chamber positioned
between a pair of reservoirs was demonstrated for EV capture,
with concentration increased by two orders of magnitude
within 30 min using a 45 V bias (Fig. 5C).224 While this
device was not designed to operate as part of a continuous-
flow system, an alternate microfluidic system supporting the
continuous delivery of nanovesicles by hydrodynamic flow in
a main channel has also been reported, with electrokinetic
particle capture occurring within a connected side channel
containing a cation exchange membrane to form the desired
ion depletion zone (Fig. 5D).225 When using an 100 V cm−1

electric field across the membrane, capture and
concentration of up to 80% of all perfused exosomes was
reported. While promising, a limitation of existing
electrophoretic methods towards on-line nanomedicine
concentration is the relatively throughput offered by these
designs, with typical flow rates below 1 mL h−1. Additional
advances in this area will require new designs and device
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implementations capable of supporting significantly higher
sample flow rates matched to the selected nanoparticle
synthesis process.

Nanoparticle characterization. Process monitoring for
nanomedicine manufacture is critical for maintaining
consistent drug product in the production setting. As a
step towards integrating sensors capable of in-line
processing monitoring with microfluidic nanomedicine
synthesis, a system containing interdigitated capacitive
electrodes within a microfluidic flow loop was developed
to enable assessment of lipid nanoparticle composition
and stability using impedance spectroscopy.226 Using this
system, unique impedance signatures could be generated
based on the intrinsic electrical properties of the vesicles
including lipid composition, surface functionalization, and
encapsulant. After training a principal component analysis
model with collected spectra, this platform was able to
accurately differentiate between 6 different liposome
formulations. As an alternate sensing modality, organic
electrochemical transistors capable of operating in a liquid
environment were similarly integrated into a simple
microfluidic flow cell for monitoring of lipid-based

nanoparticles.227 Fabricated devices were able to
successfully quantify nanoparticle concentration and
differentiate liposomes functionalized with chitosan in
real-time. Further advances in lipid vesicle sensing
techniques, together with future work towards the
integration of in-line sensing with nanoparticle synthesis,
offers significant potential for the development of fully-
integrated microfluidic reagent-to-nanomedicine processing
platforms with real-time monitoring and feedback for
manufacturing process control.

Scaling manufacturing throughput

The small channel dimensions inherent to microfluidic
devices designed for nanoparticle synthesis, together with the
need for maintaining laminar flow during device operation,
constrain the maximum flow rates that can be employed in
these systems. While early microfluidic-enabled platforms
offered sufficient throughput to prepare nanomedicine
volumes suitable for benchtop and limited preclinical
studies, the transition to large-scale nanomedicine
manufacturing demands significantly greater production

Fig. 5 Microfluidic lipid vesicle concentration techniques. (A) Electrophoretic concentration of liposomes against a photolithographically-
patterned polyacrylamide gel membrane (reproduced from ref. 222 with permission from Springer, copyright 2011). Liposome concentration via
microfluidic ion concentration polarization utilizing (B) a Nafion membrane patterned on a microchannel floor (reproduced from ref. 223 with
permission from Elsevier, copyright 2016), (C) conductive nanoporous polymer deposited in a sealed chamber (reproduced from ref. 224 with
permission from MDPI, copyright 2018), and (D) capture of nanoparticles at the surface of an ion-selective membrane during continuous sample
perfusion (reproduced from ref. 225 with permission from Wiley, copyright 2018).
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throughput. Here we discuss the evolution of microfluidic
mixer designs targeting this challenge.

High-throughput micromixer designs. A wide range of
device topologies have been optimized for high-throughput
lipid nanoparticle production. For devices based on
hydrodynamic focusing, it is desirable to minimize
microchannel width within the flow focusing region to
enhance control over diffusive mixing length scales. Typical
MHF devices employ channel widths below 100 μm and
channel aspect ratios on the order of 5 : 1.228 To maintain
laminar flow conditions during focusing, peak lipid flow
rates within these devices are typically limited to
approximately 0.1 mL min−1. Because volumetric flow rate
scales with the characteristic channel width for a constant
Reynolds number, a simple strategy to enhance nanoparticle
production throughput in MHF is to increase the channel
dimensions. Various MHF devices with larger channel
geometries have been developed for high-throughput lipid
nanoparticle production. For example, a flow-focusing design
with 400 μm wide and deep channels was successfully
operated with lipid flow rates up to 10 mL min−1 for
liposome production (Fig. 6A). However, the larger diffusive
length scales associated with this design limited minimum
vesicle size to approximately 100 nm, with high polydispersity
observed (PDI > 0.4).229 Other efforts to increase throughput
by utilizing larger focusing channels have similarly reported

limited control over nanoparticle size and high size
variance,230,231 as expected due to the higher diffusive length
scale associated with the wider focusing channels used in
these efforts.

To avoid the loss of size control during scale-up, an effective
strategy is to increase the channel height while minimizing
dimensions for the channel width. To this end, MHF devices
possessing a 5 mm tall and 50 μm wide (100 : 1 aspect ratio)
focusing channel were developed to implement a method
termed vertical flow focusing (VFF) since the focusing axis was
oriented normal to the plane of the chip (Fig. 6B).189 The VFF
design was found to increase liposome production throughput
by 2 orders of magnitude over conventional planar MHF designs
while enabling liposomes with modal diameters below 80 nm
and low polydispersity. Furthermore, maximum Reynolds
number was limited to only Re = 28, and the upper flow rate
was defined by failure of the fluidic interfaces at higher inlet
pressures rather than fundamental physics of the mixing
process, suggesting that higher throughput is feasible with the
VFF design. To address fabrication and interfacing challenges
associated with the 3-layer VFF chips, a related device was later
implemented using 3D printing to achieve a focusing zone with
200 μm critical dimensions and a channel aspect ratio of 40
(Fig. 6C).190 This device was capable of generating liposomes
with minimum modal diameters of 75 nm and low size variance
while operating at lipid flow rates up to 2 mL min−1.

Fig. 6 Microfluidic mixers for high-throughput lipid-based nanoparticle production. (A) 3D printed MHF design with 400 μm channels to support
high lipid flow rate (reproduced from ref. 229 with permission from Frontiers Media S.A., copyright 2021). (B) Vertical flow focusing device with
100 : 1 channel aspect ratio and 50 μm critical dimensions (reproduced from ref. 189 with permission from Wiley, copyright 2015). (C) 3D printed
VFF device with 40 : 1 channel aspect ratio and 200 μm critical dimensions (reproduced from ref. 190 with permission from Wiley, copyright 2019).
(D) Microfluidic vortex focusing process combining advective mixing in a hydrodynamically-focused vortical fluid stream (reproduced from ref. 159
with permission from Nature, copyright 2022). (E) MCA array consisting of 8 parallel chips, each containing 5 stacked serpentine micromixers
(reproduced from ref. 231 with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2023). (F) MCA array with 128 parallel staggered herringbone micromixers in a
single integrated chip (reproduced from ref. 232 with permission from American Chemical Society, copyright 2021).
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Unlike devices based on hydrodynamic focusing that rely
on high flow rate ratios to reduce diffusive mixing length
scales, chaotic advection mixers are designed to operate at
typical FRR values of 5 : 1 or below.145 As a result, they can
process larger volumes of lipid than MHF under equivalent
channel dimensions and total flow rates, enabling higher
throughput from a single device. Early MCA devices
employing staggered herringbone mixers were capable of
operation with lipid flow rates in the range of 1 mL min−1,145

while later work investigated even higher rates. For example,
a lipid flow rate of 3 mL min−1 was used to produce
liposomes below 100 nm with moderate polydispersity,147

and lipid flow rates over 10 mL min−1 were demonstrated for
the production of small LNPs with PDI values below 0.2.74

Novel MCA mixer topologies designed to support high
throughput operation have also been developed, such as a
twisted 3D microchannel mixer design supporting lipid flow
rates up to 10 mL min−1, although with relatively large and
polydisperse liposomes generated from this device.155

Significantly, a bifurcating mixer design with a toroidal
geometry introduced commercially by Precision NanoSystems
was reported to support liposome synthesis at a lipid flow
rate of 67 mL min−1 when operating at FRR = 3, with PDI
below 0.2 and modal diameters ranging from 50–90 nm
depending on lipid composition.74,158 While details of the
toroidal device design and operation have not been disclosed
in the literature, the increased throughput achieved using
this platform represents a significant advance.

Beyond these various implementations of hydrodynamic
focusing and chaotic advection mixing, other emerging rapid
mixing techniques also hold promise for high-throughput
synthesis. Microfluidic vortex focusing is one such technology
that has been investigated for scalable production of lipid-
based nanoparticles. A hybrid mixing technology combining
both advective and diffusive mixing in a single process,
microfluidic vortex focusing was used by our group for
liposome synthesis at lipid flow rates up to 8 mL min−1

(Fig. 6D).159 Significantly, the process was found to provide
excellent control over the nanoparticle size, with modal
diameters below 70 nm for DMPC-based liposomes with PDI
values as small as 0.05. When adding PEG-conjugated lipids
to form stealth liposomes, vesicles below 30 nm were also
achieved. While smaller vesicles with higher size variance are
typically observed for PEGylated liposomes, PDI values
between 0.1–0.15 were maintained over a wide range of FFR
and TFR values when using this technique.

Parallelization. Rather than optimizing individual mixer
designs to increase nanoparticle synthesis rates, an alternate
strategy is through the operation of multiple microfluidic
devices in parallel. Parallelization was essential for scaling
manufacturing throughput of the Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19
vaccine, with 100 million doses per month achieved by
employing up to 100 independent impingement jet mixers
operated in parallel on a single manufacturing line.114

However, unlike conventional nanoparticle production
methods including impingement jet mixers, microfluidics

offers the potential for integrating multiple mixing
structures, fluid distribution networks, and collection
reservoirs within a single integrated cartridge, offering
benefits to scale-out for microfluidic-based mixers. Several
recent demonstrations of nanoparticle production using
parallel MCA mixers highlight the benefits of this approach.
In one example, a glass microfluidic chip containing 5
stacked serpentine MCA mixing channels with shared buffer
and lipid inlets was fabricated, and 8 chips were operated in
tandem for a total of 40 mixing units (Fig. 6E). Using this
system, mRNA-loaded LNPs were successfully synthesized at
a total lipid flow rate around 3 mL min−1, while uniform
POPC lipid-based nanoparticles in the 30 nm size range were
achieved with a total lipid flow rate of 7 mL min−1.231

Similarly, individual microfluidic chips containing up to 128
parallel staggered herringbone mixers was designed to
operate from a single pair of buffer and lipid inlets, with the
fluid distribution system designed to minimize flow
variations across the mixer array (Fig. 6f). In this example,
LNPs containing both siRNA or mRNA were produced with
FRR around 3 and TFR of 1.26 mL min−1 within each
channel, for a total lipid flow rate of approximately 50 mL
min−1.232 Further scaling of this platform was recently
reported using a 256-element silicon/glass mixer array
enabling LNP synthesis at exceptionally high total flow rates
up to 283 mL min−1.233

Scale invariance. An important consideration for process
scale-up is the sensitivity of nanoparticle properties to
changes in production throughput. Because lipid-based
nanomedicines can be particularly sensitive to changes in
manufacturing scale, FDA guidance emphasizes full drug
recharacterization when changing methods at each
production scale.193 The ideal process for lipid nanomedicine
synthesis would thus be scale-invariant, allowing the same
manufacturing method to be used for each step in the drug
development, evaluation, and manufacturing process to
minimize or eliminate the need for recharacterization as
throughput requirements expand. An advantage of
parallelization for enhancing throughput is that the geometry
of individual mixing units may be optimized for the desired
level of control over nanoparticle size, with additional units
added as needed to meet target production rates without
impacting the underlying physics of the nanoparticle self-
assembly process. However, because maintaining uniform
performance across parallel mixing elements becomes
increasingly challenging as array density increases, there
remains a need for technologies capable of providing scale-
invariant nanoparticle production using a single mixing
element. While both size and polydispersity tend to be highly
sensitive to changes in total flow rate for the majority of MCA
or MHF device designs, several platforms have demonstrated
varying degrees of scale invariance. For example, the VFF
technique has been shown to generate liposomes with size
and PDI that are insensitive to TFR when operating above a
lipid flow rate of approximately 0.1 mL min−1. Toroidal MCA
mixers have similarly demonstrated low sensitivity to TFR
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while operating over a wide lipid flow rate dynamic range
between 4–67 mL min−1.

Impact of additive manufacturing

The field of microfluidics emerged from the broader
discipline of microsystems technology, which established
itself by leveraging photolithography and related fabrication
techniques from the semiconductor industry. As a result,
conventional microfluidic systems, including established
microfluidic platforms for lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis,
are typically planar devices with geometries that are
constrained by the available microfabrication techniques. In
contrast, additive manufacturing using 3D printing vastly
widens the potential design space, offering new opportunities
for creating microfluidic devices with geometries that are
optimized for specific functionalities rather than
compatibility with established microfabrication processes.
The use of 3D printing for microfluidic applications was first
explored for the fabrication of micromixers with geometries
that could not be readily achieved by conventional planar
microfabrication.234 Stereolithography (SLA) based 3D
printing techniques are most commonly used for
microfluidic device development due to their ability to realize
a wider range of microchannel geometries with higher
resolution and better surface finish than alternate 3D
printing methods such as filament-based fused deposition
modeling (FDM). In SLA-based printers, a photopolymer is
selectively polymerized by a laser or LED in a layer-by-layer
process. The ability SLA-based printers to achieve nearly
arbitrary 3D structures with surface finish than can exceed
that of conventional microfabrication techniques makes the
technology very well-suited for the fabrication of microfluidic
device requiring complex 3D geometries.235,236 Recent
generations of consumer-grade SLA printers are capable of
reproducing channel features with critical dimensions on the
order of several hundred micrometers, and significantly
higher resolutions with channel widths as small as 20 μm
have been demonstrated using optimized resins and custom
projectors.237,238 Furthermore, lithography-based direct laser
writing (DLW) systems that employ two-photon
polymerization are capable of features down to several
hundred nanometers.239,240 While DLW is currently limited
by relatively small print volumes, several approaches
enabling DLW patterning of nanoscale channels within larger
thermoplastic microfluidic substrates have been reported to
overcome this constraint.241,242

A number of studies have explored 3D printing as a route
for low-cost fabrication process of established microfluidic
topologies for lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis. Simple 2-port
laminar mixers employing millimeter-scale channels have been
demonstrated using both FDM and SLA.243 In this work,
liposomes with modal diameters above 200 nm and PDI
between 0.2–0.3 were achieved, with a slight reduction in both
size and polydispersity observed when loading curcumin into
the vesicles. At the relatively large size scale of the

microchannels employed for this study, no clear benefit for
SLA over FDM printing was reported. Other 3D printed devices
have been developed with internal structures designed to
promote mixing by chaotic advection.243–246 Bifurcation mixers
with 1 mm wide intertwined channels have been explored by
several groups for the preparation of liposomes loaded with
lyzozyme244 and cannabidiol,246 resulting in vesicles with
modal diameters ranging from approximately 100–200 nm and
PDI values between 0.1–0.2. Surprisingly, smaller 100 nm
vesicles were achieved for a bifurcating channel design
fabricated via FDM, despite the millimeter-scale channel
dimensions.246 Other studies introducing various internal
protrusions to the channel floor to promote rapid mixing in
SLA-printed devices have reported little benefit to these design
modifications.244,245 Several devices based on hydrodynamic
flow-focusing have also been explored using 3D printing,
although with limited size control demonstrated.247,248 For
example, large (>100 nm) and polydisperse ethosomes
encapsulating glycyrrhetinic acid were demonstrated using a
chip fabricated by FDM-based printing.247

While additive manufacturing enables agile prototyping of
new device designs, 3D printing is significantly more
expensive than commonly-used replication-based methods
such as hot embossing and injection molding for mass
production. While 3D printing offers little benefit for high-
volume manufacture, new device designs leveraging the
unique capabilities of 3D printing can provide benefits not
readily achieved using replication-based fabrication methods.
For example, 3D printing can be used to overcome the
fabrication challenges associated with our previous VFF
devices189 for liposome production, which required a
challenging multi-layer fabrication process. By employing an
SLA process leveraging digital light processing (DLP) for
image projection, minimum channel dimensions of 200 μm
were realized in an integrated VFF device with a focusing
channel aspect ratio of 40.190 Although the minimum vesicle
diameter was limited to approximately 90 nm due to the
channel resolution provided by the DLP-SLA printing process,
PDI values as low as 0.05 were achieved. Significantly, the use
of 3D printing also allowed for threaded fittings to be directly
integrated into the device during fabrication, enabling leak-
free high-pressure operation for lipid processing rates up to 4
mg min−1. We leveraged the same DLP-SLA technology to
develop the vortex focusing technology combining diffusive
and advective mixing in a single process (Fig. 3C).159 In
addition to enabling the complex 3D geometry required to
establish a vortical field within a focused lipid stream
emerging from a 300 μm diameter injection channel, the
printing process was optimized to achieve minimum feature
dimensions of 150 μm at the tip of the tapered channel,
allowing the critical dead volume at the initial lipid/buffer
mixing interface to be minimized. As higher-resolution 3D
printing methods continue to advance and become more
widely available, new fabrication methods based on these
tools will likely enable new microfluidic geometries and
designs that will open the door to improved lipid
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nanomedicine synthesis techniques that are not possible
with existing additive manufacturing or planar
microfabrication methods.

Regardless of the fabrication process, microfluidic devices
for lipid nanoparticle synthesis require materials that are
compatible with the reagents and processes used for
nanomedicine production. Solvent compatibility is of
particular importance to prevent leaching of contaminants
from into the drug product. Unlike devices fabricated from
inorganic materials including silicon and glass, which are
not affected by solvent exposure, photopolymer resins used
in stereolithographic 3D printing generally contain toxic
monomers and photoinitiators that can potentially be
extracted from device substrates upon exposure to both water
and nonpolar solvents. Post-processing steps including
aggressive rinsing and thorough photopolymer curing can
greatly reduce the presence of these unreacted agents in final
SLA parts.249,250 Similar concerns exist for devices fabricated
from common thermoplastics used for microfluidics, such as
polycarbonate which can leach bisphenols and phthalates
upon exposure to water,251 but these issues can be largely
mitigated through the use of alternate thermoplastics with
significantly improved solvent compatibility and lower levels
of chemical leaching such as cyclic olefin polymer (COP).252

A related issue impacting the selection of device material is
the potential for unwanted substrate deformation through
mechanisms such as solvent swelling or stress-induced
surface crazing following solvent exposure. For example,
significant solvent absorption and substrate swelling occurs
in microfluidic devices fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), making this material inappropriate for application
to lipid nanoparticle synthesis. In contrast, silicon and glass
devices are impermeable to organic solvents, while selected
thermoplastics including COP exhibit negligible solvent
absorption, making them suitable materials for lipid
nanoparticle production. Solvent swelling of microfluidic
components manufactured by SLA-based 3D printing is
dependent on the selected resin and curing conditions. For
the case of common acrylate-based SLA resins, absorption of
ethanol has been reported to vary by more than an order of
magnitude depending on the resin chemistry and curing
time, with minimum swelling levels below 1%.253 Thus while
appropriate levels of solvent compatibility can be attained
using additive manufacturing, specific materials and
processing conditions must be carefully evaluated during the
development process.

Conclusion

Following the initial development of microfluidic technologies
for lipid-based nanoparticle synthesis over two decades ago,
the field has seen enormous progress and growth. While
conventional methods for lipid nanoparticle formation
continue to evolve, microfluidic platforms are now routinely
used for nanomedicine preparation in preclinical studies, and
new microfluidic systems optimizing and extending the

performance of microfluidic hydrodynamic focusing and
chaotic advection mixing are being developed at a rapid pace.
The expansion of the field is also evident from the availability
of multiple commercial instruments for microfluidic-enabled
lipid nanoparticle production, which have made significant
inroads in both academia and industry. The advantages offered
by microfluidics for tuning nanoparticle size and reducing size
variance have been a primary driver of increased interest in the
field, and ongoing advances in microfluidic device designs that
serve to further enhance size control are likely to continue this
trend going forward.

As techniques for improving nanoparticle size control
have matured, there has been increased focus on adapting
and extending these microfluidic platforms to achieve higher
manufacturing throughput and scalable nanomedicine
production. These efforts have led to a range of high-
throughput device designs based on both diffusive and
advective mixing, as well as successful demonstrations of
devices employing large arrays of parallel mixing elements
that take advantage of repeatable channel geometries
achieved through microfabrication. Both single-device scaling
and parallelization strategies have shown promise for scale-
invariant nanoparticle production, although further work is
needed to extend the dynamic range of these devices and
improve size uniformity over the full operational range.

In recent years, additive manufacturing has played an
important role in allowing new microchannel geometries to
be explored for lipid-based nanoparticle production, while
also expanding accessibility to these technologies. Due to the
resolution limits of typical 3D printing tools, additive
manufacturing has been particularly useful for developing
microfluidic systems capable of higher throughput operation.
However, as the resolution of stereolithography-based
systems continues to increase and accessibility to
instruments employing two-photon polymerization for
nanoscale 3D printing expands, microfluidic designs
leveraging the geometric freedom offered these tools may
enable new capabilities and define new performance limits
that cannot be achieved by planar microfabrication methods.

In contrast to nanoparticle size control and throughput
enhancement, less attention has been paid to the
development of capabilities supporting the conversion of
lipid nanoparticles into fully-processed nanomedicines.
While various techniques for nanoparticle surface
functionalization and active drug loading have been reported,
and several approaches to lipid nanomedicine purification
and concentration based on both on-chip and off-chip
integration have been investigated, post-processing of lipid
nanomedicines represents an area that is ripe for further
development. Ultimately, microfluidic technology offers the
potential to yield platforms capable of generating final
packaged doses directly from initial feedstocks within a fully-
integrated device, simplifying nanomedicine production and
reducing the likelihood of process contamination. The
continuous-flow nature of these microfluidic platforms also
creates new possibilities for real-time on-chip nanoparticle
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monitoring, with the potential to significantly enhance
process reliability and agility over conventional batch
production methods where periodic sampling is required to
ensure product quality. The development of new technologies
enabling in-line characterization of nanoparticle properties
and process feedback control represents an emerging
opportunity within the field of microfluidic-enabled lipid
nanomedicine synthesis.
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